MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD for MAP 133-14(R) -- Escort for Sexual Assault Victim Witness

1. SYNOPSIS: Authorizes an escort or attendant for a sexual assault victim who must travel to testify or participate (e.g., as a witness at a court martial or Article 32 hearing, pre-trial interviews, other hearing or panel (including Congressional)) in connection with the sexual assault.

2. The Committee Chair has approved the attached changes to the Joint Travel Regulations, made in MAP 133-14(R).

3. This determination is an advance notice of the changes to the JTR. You are requested to disseminate this determination to the appropriate offices within your Service.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in JTR, dated 1 August 2015.

5. This determination is effective on 11 June 2015, when it was approved by the Chair.

//approved//

TONIA BOCK
Chief, Strategic Planning and Policy Division

Attachment:
Rev 4

Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:
MAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  PPC
JTR REVISIONS:

7175-D10:

*10. Witness who is a Sexual Assault Victim. Any person to travel as an escort or attendant for a sexual assault victim required to travel to testify or participate (e.g., as a witness at a court martial or Article 32 hearing, pre-trial interviews, other hearing, or panel (including Congressional)) in connection with the sexual assault (see par. 7415-E).

7210-A1:

*1. A DoD civilian employee, who performs authorized travel as an escort for a Uniformed Service member’s dependent who is authorized transportation under par. 6020, 6090, 5152-D, 7105, 7260, or 7415-E, is authorized round trip travel and transportation allowances.

7230:

*7230 ESCORT/ATTENDANT FOR AN ACTIVE DUTY UNIFORMED SERVICE MEMBER (PATIENT OR SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM WITNESS)

A. DoD Civilian Employee

1. A DoD civilian employee, who performs authorized travel as an escort/attendant for an active duty Uniformed Service member (patient) who is not physically capable of traveling without an escort/attendant (par. 7085-A) or an attendant authorized under par. 7205, or an escort or attendant under par. 7415-E for a sexual assault victim witness is authorized round trip travel and transportation allowances. See par. 7075-C.

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

7415-E:

*E. Escort/Attendant for Sexual Assault Victim. A sexual assault victim (DoDD 6495.01 Sexual Assault Prevention Response (SAPR) Program), is authorized an escort or attendant, when required to travel to testify or participate (e.g., as a witness at a court martial or Article 32 hearing, pre-trial interviews, other hearing, or panel (including Congressional)) in connection with the sexual assault. When the escort or attendant is a:

1. Member. TDY travel and transportation allowances are authorized.
2. **Civilian Employee.** TDY travel and transportation allowances are authorized.

3. **Other Person.** An ITA should be issued (APP E, par, A2i). The individual is authorized the same allowances as an employee TDY.

**APP E1 par. A2l:**

*1. An individual is an attendant for an employee: under (1) or (2), or is an escort for a Uniformed Service member’s dependent(s) under (4) noted in Ch 7, Part D or an escort for a Uniformed Service member under (5) as noted in Ch 7, Part D.

   (1) An employee with a disability or a special need on official travel (*56 Comp. Gen. 661 (1977)* & *59 Comp. Gen. 461 (1980));

   (2) An employee who interrupts TDY because of an incapacitating illness or injury and is incapable of traveling alone. See par. 7025-A. Transportation expenses, but not per diem, are allowed for an attendant or escort for an employee on TDY who becomes ill or is injured (par. 7025-E3b); or

*(3) A Uniformed Service member’s dependent(s) when competent authority determined dependent’s travel is necessary because the dependent(s) is/are incapable of traveling alone due to age, mental or physical incapacity, or other extraordinary circumstances under par. 5152-D, 6020, 6090, 7105, 7260 or 7415. Round trip travel (per diem) and transportation allowances may be authorized/approved including travel advances IAW *37 USC §452(f) which may be paid per the Service’s policy.*

*(4) A Uniformed Service member when competent authority determines the member is physically incapable of traveling alone or requires an attendant under par. 7080, 7085, 7205, 7315 or 7415. Round trip travel (per diem) and transportation allowances may be authorized/approved including travel advances IAW *37 USC §452(f) which may be paid per the Service’s policy.*
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7175-D10:

*10. Witness who is a Sexual Assault Victim. Any person to travel as an escort or attendant for a sexual assault victim required to travel to testify or participate in (e.g., as a witness at a court martial or Article 32 hearing, pre-trial interviews, other hearing, or panel (including Congressional)) in connection with the sexual assault (see par. 7415-E).

7210-A1:

*1. A DoD civilian employee, who performs authorized travel as an escort for a Uniformed Service member’s dependent who is authorized transportation under par. 6020, 6090, 2105, 5152-D, 7105, 7260, 6020, or 60907415-E, is authorized round trip travel and transportation allowances.

7230:

*7230 ESCORT/ATTENDANT FOR AN ACTIVE DUTY UNIFORMED SERVICE MEMBER (PATIENT OR SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM WITNESS)

A. DoD Civilian Employee

1. A DoD civilian employee, who performs authorized travel as an escort/attendant for an active duty Uniformed Service member (patient) who is not physically capable of traveling without an escort/attendant (par. 7085-A) or an attendant authorized under par. 7205, or an escort or attendant under par. 7415-E for a sexual assault victim witness is authorized round trip travel and transportation allowances. See par. 7075-C.
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7415-E:

*E. Escort/Attendant for Sexual Assault Victim. A sexual assault victim (DoDD 6495.01 Sexual Assault Prevention Response (SAPR) Program), is authorized an escort or attendant, when required to travel to testify or participate in (e.g., as a witness at a court martial or Article 32 hearing, pre-trial interviews, other hearing, or panel (including Congressional)) in connection with the sexual assault. When the escort or attendant is a:

   1. Member. TDY travel and transportation allowances are authorized.
2. Civilian Employee. TDY travel and transportation allowances are authorized.

3. Other Person. An ITA should be issued (APP E, par, A2i). The individual is authorized the same allowances as an employee TDY.

**APP E1 par. A2i:**

*1. An individual is an attendant for an employee: under (1) or (2), or is an escort for a Uniformed Service member’s dependent(s) under (34) noted in TTR, Ch 7, Part D or an escort for a Uniformed Service member under (45) as noted in TTR, Ch 7, Part D.*

(1) An employee with a disability or a special need on official travel *(56 Comp. Gen. 661 (1977)) & *(59 Comp. Gen. 461 (1980));

(2) An employee who interrupts TDY because of an incapacitating illness or injury and is incapable of traveling alone. See par. 7025-A. Transportation expenses, but not per diem, are allowed for an attendant or escort for an employee on TDY who becomes ill or is injured (par. 7025-E3b); or

*2(3) A Uniformed Service member’s dependent(s) when competent authority determined dependent’s travel is necessary because the dependent(s) is/are incapable of traveling alone due to age, mental or physical incapacity, or other extraordinary circumstances under par. 7415. Round trip travel (per diem) and transportation allowances may be authorized/approved including travel advances IAW 37 USC §452(f) which may be paid per the Service’s policy.*

*2(4) A Uniformed Service member when competent authority determines the member is physically incapable of traveling alone or requires an attendant under par. 7080, 7085, 7205, or 7415. Round trip travel (per diem) and transportation allowances may be authorized/approved including travel advances IAW 37 USC §452(f) which may be paid per the Service’s policy.*